[Effect of homocysteine on the proliferation and differentiation of rat embryo midbrain cell].
In order to determine the potential mechanisms by which HCY may exerts its teratogenic effects, a micromass culture for rat embryo midbrain cell was used to reveal the differentiation and proliferation of the cell under different HCY doses (0-10 mmol/L). The results showed that with increased concentration of HCY, the promotion effect changed into inhibition. The concentration inhibiting the formation of differentiated foci by 50% of the control was 4.3 mmol/L, and 2.3 mmol/L when S9 was added. It had an inhibition effects on proliferation in the testing scope. The result suggested that HCY obviously inhibited more cell differentiation than proliferation. The teratogenic hazard of HCY may play an important role in the occurrence of neural tube defects.